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ABSTRACT 

A tremendous development in the big data domain in last decade makes the huge collection of data. 

Generally, these are utilized in both academic circles and industries. These rising datasets having 

large number of samples, features which are having high dimensionality as well as difficult structure 

to process. To handle this difficulties Hadoop is used in this work which is a framework that allows 

effective processing on a huge size dataset. There is a need to frame the affective algorithm which 

has to be handle these kind of gigantic datasets. The processing of entire dataset consume more 

computational time and execution time. To reduce these measures, without affecting the impact of 

entire dataset, the size of the dataset has to be reduced. To achieve this, Enhanced Principle 

Component Analysis Based Dimensionality Reduction (EPCABDR) algorithm is proposed. The best 

features are selected based on the Eigen value which is derived from the Principle Component 

Analysis (PCA).  This work, considered the breast-cancer-Wisconsin dataset. The execution time for 

Map Reduce and Execution Time for system is reduced when compared with the robust algorithm. 

 

Keywords - Hadoop, Principle Component Analysis Based Dimensionality Reduction, breast-

cancer-Wisconsin dataset, Map Reduce. 

 

 [1] INTRODUCTION 

 
In recent decades, the volume of datasets are tremendously increasing because of the development in 

the business field as well as manufacturing sector. These kind of huge voluminous database is 

generated through an initiative which are need to disperse sometimes over their division located 

places. Due to the maintenance of the web server log file, the data quantity is increasing now a days. 

The web server log file is used to record the activity of the user in certain websites. Through the 

examination of these web server log files, we can able to understand the particular user’s behaviour. 

Thus makes the data analysts works become crucial. They cannot effectively examine and retrieve the 

information from such huge size of generated data. This occurs for all domains for example, web, 

chemical informatics, biomedical and bioinformatics. 

Classifying these huge set of data with superiority is always difficult for the existing or 

outdated clustering algorithms. These algorithm consumes so much of time in huge dataset. The robust 

data analysis tools affects from same ineffectiveness when clustering the voluminous data. So, the 

parallel clustering algorithms as well as scalable algorithms are essential to proficiently gathering that 

huge data.  
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Simultaneously, as soon as the sizes of dataset increases the paradigm of computer processing will be 

changing from multi-core to many core system. The computing technique is increasing in shift parallel 

and the distributed mechanism. Map Reduce, suggested by Google in 2004, is a programming model 

at which the large datasets are processed in parallel between a series of related nodes. Map Reduce 

accomplishes a mission by isolating the chore into two efficient blocks called map and reduce. Map 

Reduce habitually holds output and input correlated mechanisms needed for reduce and map function 

implementation[1]. Hadoop is a context which assists effectual huge dataset handling by programs 

application transcribed depending on the paradigm of Map Reduce[2]. Hadoop works in the 

architecture of master-slave where one master directs several slaves. Hadoop has two foremost parts: 

Processing and Storage. The part of storage is accomplished by (HDFS) Hadoop Distributed File 

System and the part of processing is intended depending on Map Reduce software design model. 

By means of these two parts, very large datasets can be efficiently processed by Hadoop on managing 

the method of the dissemination of data in the nodules, thereby processing the node data and 

estimating the outcomes from the slave nodes. [3-5]. The resulting challenges are faced while facing 

large datasets: The contest of efficiently knowledge examination and recovery is confronted by data 

predictors from real-world huge datasets. It is stimulating to parallelize outdated clustering processes 

in Map Reduce model for the clustering of huge dataset. 

The label of Map Reduce is specified as its accomplishment is mainly reliant on two roles 

called map and reduces. The input to decrease function is the yield of the map roles. The input dataset 

is initially separated into portions and then map utilities are allotted with a specific data amount. The 

result of processed dataset is again fed to the reducer in order to process and estimate the results 

further. 

 

 

 
Figure 1 General Process of Map reduce 

 

[2] RELATED WORK 
 
[6] elucidated a novel paradigm to acquire different clustering objectives over the datasets. Here the 

clustering tasks on real world large dataset were deliberated and also MapReduce programming 

paradigm role and its supportive stages were deliberated. The computational time was achieved better 

utilizing conventional clustering methods such as K-means, K-medoids, K prototypes, K-modes and 

Fuzzy C-means that are adapted for MapReduce paradigm. Thus the recent Hadoop, MapReduce 

framework and partition based clustering has been utilized to reduce the computational time via 

allocating the jobs to several computing nodes. Thus this framework was comparatively superior to 

other traditional method which was not focused on this programming paradigm. 

[7] presented a novel scheme named as microarray based gene expession profiling which is much 

effective in satisfying the velocity properties of big data and veracity and also gets varying with time.  

So  time required for analyzing the microarray datasets were lesser. Several existing schemes utilized  

feature selection/extraction followed  by classification method. Proposing statistical methods related to  

MapReduce for choosing relevant features, to categorize the  microarray data a MapReduce-based K-

nearest neighbor classifier has been  employed. In Hadoop framework, these algorithms has been 

realized. Utilizing various Map reduce - based models with microarray datasets of numerous sizes the 
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comparitive analysis was made. The execution time  of this framework was lesser than traditional 

models  to processing big data. 

 

[8] elucidated a  novel framework for handling data skewness over  character-based string similarity 

join with the use of  MapReduce framework.  Most of the litertaure work has been focussed only on 

set based string similarity joins not on handling data skewness in character-based string similarity join. 

The author suggested this framework and it was divided into three stages in which each and every 

stages were separated into reducer phases and mapper that commits towards specific task. In the initila 

stage the length of strings were found and in next stgae the MR-Pass Join outline was suggested for 

genertaing the effective candidate pair. Combining the MRFA ideas for string similarity join, 

MapReduce Frequency Adaptive – String Similarity Join has been categorized into four MapReduce 

phases. Later, for handlimg skewness in the string similarity join MRFA-SSJ has been projected. From 

the experimental results it was proved that the different framework failed with highly skewed data, but 

this work handled highly skewed data without troubles.  

 

[9] presented a new outline to reduce the processing time of larger dataset that are generated quickly. 

The author recommended the distributed parallel constructions and algorithms in order to attain the 

better performance and clustering large datasets scalability. The parallel K means algorithm utilizing 

MapReduce programming model was compared with sequential k-means to clustering the size of 

document dataset that differs and it  was proved that this method out performed sequential k means 

while clustering.  

[10] elucidated an efficient similarity-based reasoning which was difficult to attain in increasing 

capacity of heterogeneous medical cases. The similarity-based reasoning using MapReduce has been 

investigated becauise of its implications towards data intensive applications over clusters. In order to 

combine the similarities obtained from     the separate machine, a diversified integer optimization 

problem has been expressed to filtering the priority reference  circumstance. Also to weigth the 

attributes and for creating  similar class neighborhood, a silient mapping mechanism has been 

employed vis quadratic optimization model. Later the inference capacity was improved. Thus SBR-

MR was effective than other approches. 

[11] developed a distributed and parallel application of a commonly employed method for hyper 

spectral dimensionality reduction: (PCA) principal component analysis, depending on cloud 

computing designs. Our execution uses (HDFS) Hadoop’s distributed file system to recognize 

distributed storing, customs Apache Spark as the calculating device, and is established depending on 

the parallel model map-reduce, enchanting full benefit of the excess access on throughput and high 

enactment dispersed calculating abilities of cloud computing locations. The outdated PCA process was 

optimized to be well suitable for distributed and parallel computing, and then it was implemented on 

an actual architecture of cloud computing. 

[12] presented the random forest on the Hadoop for the wide association of genome studies for the 

multivariate phenotype Neuro-images. Random forest is the effective technique that is used in this 

presented technique which in turn performs the effective prioritization of genetic variants.  RFs can 

also be functional to yield gene levels with multivariate quantitative traits in the associated studies, 

and thus to assess the measure of genetic comparisons that are prophetic of the attribute. Therefore, 

from this reliable rankings are attained which makes this approach computationally a prohibitive one. 

This technique may failed to implement PaRFR which remains as the major limitation of this 

technique. 

[13] suggested the approach of sarcastic sentimentality recognition in real time streaming tweets. 

Sarcasm is a kind of emotion where persons prompt their undesirable moods by means of optimistic or 

strengthened optimistic verses in the typescript. Although talking, people frequently usage substantial 

tonal pressure and assured gestural signs like hand movement, rolling of the eyes, etc. to expose 

sarcastic. A Hadoop based context that internments real time tweets and practices it by a conventional 

algorithms which recognizes sarcastic emotion efficiently. This approach may fail to attain some 

suitable algorithms that were deployed under the framework of Hadoop. 
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[3] PROPOSED WORK 
 This section provided the details of the proposed work in Hadoop. The figure 2 

illustrates the overall flow of the work. Initially, the medical based dataset is considered. The 

dimensionality of the dataset is reduced based on the Principal component analysis.  

 

 

 

 
Figure.2.Overall flow of Proposed Work 

 

 

Hadoop: 

It is an open source distributed computing framework which handles huge dataset by 

MapReduce approach. Followed by a master-slave architecture, Hadoop delivers a program in 

connected node groups. The dataset is divided by master node. Then it transfers to the slave 

nodes. After processing, it is combines the outcomes from the slaves. It comprises so many 

sub parts and effectively process the petabytes of data via node cluster. In Hadoop, there are 

two parts which are explained below: 

 HDFS which is the short term of Hadoop Distributed File System. It is Hadoop’s 

storage part. 

 Map Reduce: For pre-processing the data, this is used as the computational paradigm. 

HDFS: 

 It is effective and fault-tolerant distributed file system which is designed by Hadoop. 

The input dataset is divided by master node. This data is disbursed between slave nodes. From 

the slave nodes, the final results are recollected to the master slave node. It consists the 

metadata which has the details of stored data. 
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HDFS Master Node: 

 The essential step in this is the input data division, checking and following the 

execution of slave nodes of divided data, repetition and distribution of data among the slaves, 

also handling the list of file and file blocks, files attributes storing, additionally handling the 

meta-data are performed by the master node in HDFS. 

 

HDFS Data Nodes (Slaves):  

 From the master node, the Slave nodes are received the data and stored in the HDFS 

file system. Additionally, it handles meta-data in order to maintain the data blocks which it is 

functions on. Through sending the periodic signals, the Slave nodes of HDFS coordinated 

with the master node of HDFS. These periotic signals dignifies the working condition of 

HDFS. Based on the given command from the master node, the slave nodes also able to 

transfer the blocks to other slaves. 

Generally Hadoop is executed in following three ways:  

 Standalone 

 Pseudo-Distributed 

 Fully Distributed 

 

Standalone:  

Only one java process is implemented in the standalone installation of the Hadoop in 

order to deliver the functionalities. 

A. Pre-processing: 

Initially, the dataset is pre-processed to reduce or remove the noise or unwanted data 

in the dataset. The removal of noise and white space is done followed by the process of 

delimiting. The number of rows and columns are counted thereby printing the output file. The 

algorithm for this pre-processing is shown below: 

Algorithm 1: 

Pre-Processing 

Input: New Input Data Set 

Output: Map-Reduce Data 

#processing the data. 

Step 1 Removing Noise, White Space. 

Step 2 Delimit space by “,” 

Step 3 Count no of rows and column 

Step 4 Print Output file asrows, column “\n”“\n” Input File. 

Output File Description: File contains number of rows and column in first line and from the 

second line it contains whole input data. 

B. Dimensionality Reduction: 

In this work, the EPCA based dimensionality reduction approach is proposed. The 

major linear method for the process of dimensionality reduction is the principal component 

analysis which performs a linear plotting of the information to a lower-dimensional space in 

such a manner that the data variance is maximized in the low-dimensional depiction. In 

general, the correlation or the co-variance data matrix is created thereby computing the 

eigenvector matrix. This can be used reconstruct the huge fraction of original data variance 

which in turn corresponds to the higher eigenvalues. Furthermore, some initial eigenvectors 

can frequently be understood in relations of the significant physical performance of the 
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system. The new space has been condensed along with the data that is lost which will 

hopefully retain most significant variance that are spanned by some eigenvectors. 

 

Algorithm 2: Reduction by using EPCA Algorithm 

Input: Pre-Processed Data 

Output: Set of selected Features. 

#Applying PCA to the Data 

Step 1: Initialize all the variables. 

Step 2: Mean 

Step 3: Reading file 

Variable d, out. 

Step 4: For (double d: entry) 

Out += d/entry.len. 

Step 5: End For 

Step 6: return out 

Step 7: Covariance 

Step 8: Variable sum=0, aM=mean  

(a), bM=mean (b), dv=a.len-1. 

Step 9: For i to out.len 

Step 10: For  j to out.len 

sum += a (i)+aM * b(i)bm 

Step 11: If sum=0.0 then sum = val 

Step 12: End If, For (j) 

Step 13: return sum / dv 

Step 14: End For (j) 

Step 15: Covariance Matrix 

Step 16: Variable out = [mat.leng][mat.leng] 

Step 17: For  I to out.len 

Step 18: For  J to out.len 

Variable dtA = mat[i], dtB = mat[j] 

out[i][j]=cov(dtA,dtB) 

Step 19: End For (i) (j) 

Step 20: return out. 

Step 21: Eigen Set 

Variable cpy = input, q = [cpy.leng][cpy.leng] 

Step 22: For  I to q.leng 

q[i][j]=1 

Step 23: End For  

Step 24:bolean done = false 

Step 25: Reading Done 

Variable nMat=mul(q[i],q[j]) 

Step 26: If nMat – copy > 0.0000001  

copy = nMat.  

Step 27: End If, For,While 

Variable dat = covMat(); 

Step 28: return eigen 

Variable val = {eigen.values} 

Step 29: Eigen vectors and Values  

Step 30: For I to vals[0].length  

Variable j 
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Step 31: If double.isNAN(vals[i][j]) 

Variable vals[j][i] = 1.0 

k = transporse *inttransporse. 

lin=substring of k 

Step 32: For I to length(k) 

tt = substring (k) 

printtt. 

Step 33: End For 

Step 34: End While 

Step 35: Best Featured Data Achieved. 

 

C. Selection of best features: 

Once, the dataset is pre-processed and the dimensionality reduction is accomplished, the 

covariance values are computed followed by Eigen vectors. After that, the selection of best 

features are carried out. Thus, from this process the most effective features among the 

extracted features are selected which in turn makes the outcome much more effective. 

Finally, the performance evaluation was made and the performance metrics were estimated to 

prove the effectiveness of this proposed system. 

D. Map reduce by using PCA: 

Map Reduce is an outline for handling huge data sets in similar through a Hadoop 

cluster. Data analysis customs a two-step map and reduce method. The unit of topmost level 

work in Map Reduce is a work. A work typically has a map and a reduce stage.  

 

Algorithm 3: Map reduce by using PCA 

 

Input: Pre-Processed Data (pcadata.txt) 

Output: Set of selected Features. 

 

#Applying mapping Data 

#For map 25 and reduce 0 

Set all the variables. 

 MN 

 Evaluation folder 

 Variable d, on view. 

 For (binary d: access) 

 Out += d/entry. Len. 

End For 

Return out 

Cov 

#for mapping 50 and reduce 0 

Variable c M=mean, sum=0 

 (a), cM=mn (b), dv=c.len-1. 

 For k to out.len 

 For  l to out.len 

 Sum += c (k)+cM * b(l)bm 

If sum=0.0 then sum = Vl 

 End If, For (l) 
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 Return sum / dv 

 End for (j) 

 Covariance Matrix 

 Vl out = [mat.leng][mat.leng] 

 For  K to out.len 

 For  L to out.len 

 Variable dtB = mat[k], dtC = mat[l] 

 out[k][l]=cov(dtB,dtC) 

End For (K) (L) 

 return out. 

#for mapping 100 and reduce 0 

 Eigen Set 

 Variable cpy = input,  

 P = [cpy.leng] [cpy.leng] 

 For  K to q.leng 

P[k][l]=1 

End For  

#Applying reduce Data 

#for reduce 25 and map 100 

Boolean ended = untrue 

 Analysis Ended 

 Variable mMat=mul(p[k],p[l]) 

 If mMat – cpy > 0.0000001  

 cpy = mMat.  

End If,  

 #for reduce 50 and map 100 

 For, 

 While 

 Variable dat = covMat(); 

 Return Eigen 

 vls = {eigen.values} 

 Eigen Values and vectors 

#for reduce 100 and map 100 

 For k to vls[0].length  

 Variable l 

 If double.isNAN(vls[k][l]) 

 Variable vals[l][k] = 1.0 

 o = transporse *inttransporse. 

 lin=substring of o 

For k to length (o) 

 uu = substring (o) 

 print uu. 

End For 

End While 

 Featured Data Achieved. 

 

[4] PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

 

This section provides the performance analysis of the proposed work. The process is 

implemented in Java Language. IDE (Integrated Development Environment) is Net Beans 8.2. 

The Software is Hadoop 2.8.0. The build automation tool is maven 3.3.9 is used. The Apache 
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Ant 1.8 is used as a java library and the command-line tool. Scala- 2.8 is used which is a 

programming language delivers an additional support for functioning the programming. The 

attributes of the dataset is explained. The considered dataset is breast-cancer-Wisconsin. This 

dataset contains the following attributes which is given in the Table.1. There almost 11 

attributes are presented in the datasets. In that dataset the Benign is 458 around 65.5% and 

Malignant is 241 around 34.5%.  

 
      Table. 1. Attributes of breast-cancer-Wisconsin dataset 

 

Sl. No Attributes Explanation 

1 Id ID Number 

2 Diagnosis The diagnosis of breast tissues where M represents 

malignant and B represents benign 

3. Radius-mean Mean of distances from center to pints on the perimeter 

4. Texture-mean Standard deviation of gray- scale values 

5. Perimeter- 

mean 

Mean size of the core tumor 

6. Area- mean - 

 smoothness 

mean 

Mean of local variation in radius lengths 

7. compactness 

mean 

Mean of perimeter^2 / area - 1.0 

8. concavity mean Mean of severity of concave portions of the contour 

9. concave points 

mean 

mean for number of concave portions of the contour 

10. symmetry_ 

mean 

- 

11 Fractal 

dimension 

Coastline approximation 

Table. 2 contains the comparison of execution. It clearly depicts the proposed system outperforms than 

existing work. 

 

 

Table.2. Comparison of Execution Time 

Execution Time (Map Reduce) 

  Map Reduce 

Existing 0.1891 0.1741 

Proposed 0.1801 0.1697 
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Figure 3 Comparison of Existing for Execution Time 

 

The above figure shows the comparison of execution time with existing work. This graph clearly 

illustrates the superiority of the proposed work 

  

 

 

Size of the File 

in Kb Sequential Existing Proposed 

100 151 52 32 

250 195 87 47 

500 520 110 77 

 

Table. 2 contains the comparison of execution. It clearly depicts the proposed system 

outperforms than existing work. 

 

 
 

 
Figure.4. Comparison of Execution Time for system 

 

The figure 4. Shows the comparison of execution time for system. It is given in millisecond. For 

various size of the file the execution time calculated such as 100, 250 and 500.The size of the file is 

mentioned in Kb. The proposed approach overwhelms than the existing algorithms.  
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[5] CONCLUSION 

 
In this work, Hadoop is used that allows effective processing on a huge size dataset. There is a 

need to frame the affective algorithm which has to be handle these kind of gigantic datasets. The 

processing of entire dataset consume more computational time and execution time. To reduce these 

measures, without affecting the impact of entire dataset, the size of the dataset has to be reduced. To 

achieve this, Principle Component Analysis Based Dimensionality Reduction (PCABDR) algorithm is 

proposed. The best features are selected based on the Eigen value which is derived from the Principle 

Component Analysis (PCA).  This work, considered the breast-cancer-Wisconsin dataset. The 

execution time for Map Reduce and Execution Time for system is reduced when compared with the 

robust algorithm. 
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